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REPORT OF THE STUDY GROUP
for
DEVISING ALTERNATIVES TO OCTROI

Introduction
The State Government, in Urban Development
Department had constituted a study group to consider the
issues relating to "Devising an alternative to the octroi levied
by Municipal Corporations." The group held seven meetings.
Details of the meetings and list of members of the group are
given in Annexure A to the report. Municipal
Commissioner, BMC has given his separate comments
which may be seen at Annexure B to the report.
2.0 Abolition of Octroi
All the issues related to the levy of octroi were
discussed extensively and in depth. It was generally agreed
that octroi is a regressive tax which adversely affects
integration of the economy, becomes a cost of business and
interrupts the free flow of goods. It affects the poor the
hardest. It, however, provides liquidity and a healthy cash
flow. Any alternative to octroi therefore, needs to match the
resources generated through octroi; it should be free from
the defects of the current levy; should provide adequate
liquidity to the urban local bodies (ULB’s); and should avoid
dependence on Government.
3.0 Need for resources
3.1
After the 73rd and 74th amendment of the
Constitution, the responsibilities of the ULB’s have
increased manifold. It is necessary that the resources
available to them should be commensurate with the
responsibilities cast on them and that the ULB’s have
adequate autonomy in the matter of raising such resources.
3.2
Autonomy, however, does not mean that ULB’s
need to have autonomy in deciding the rates in respect of all
tax resources allocated to them. ULBs in Maharashtra
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already have a discretion in the matter of fixing property
taxes and user charges. It was further noted that the world
over property taxes are the mainstay of Municipal revenues.
ULB’s in Maharashtra should also be relying on property tax
to garner additional revenue where the ULB’s already have
autonomy in fixing the rate of taxation. Rates of alternate
taxation in lieu of octroi may in certain cases be outside the
purview of the municipal bodies.
4.0 Ability to raise loans
As of today, the ULB’s can avail of soft loans from
financial institutions against the revenue flow from octroi.
There was an apprehension that substituting octroi with a
new levy (or new levies) may adversely affect the ability of
the ULB’s to raise finance to create and maintain improved
infrastructure. The financial institutions may be wary of
extending loans to them if the guaranteed flow of revenue is
perceived to be vanishing. However, this would happen only
if the alternative sources have no assured flows, or, are
speculative in nature and are thus unable to provide
comfort to the lender in escrowing such flows. The
suggested revenues thus have to be such as to provide an
assured cash flow to the municipal bodies.
5.0 Alternatives to octroi:
5.1
Government have already abolished octroi in
Municipal Councils in the year 1999. The financial
implications of abolishing octroi in the Municipal
Corporations are however, much more substantial since
their projected net revenue from octroi during 2005-06 was
Rs. 4962 crores.
5.2
Since municipal finances depend heavily on octroi
income, it will not be possible for them to discharge their
responsibilities unless they are given an equally potent
alternative revenue source or, are compensated in
perpetuity from the State budget. The latter is not possible
due to State’s own developmental commitments and the
heavy debt burden.
5.3
One merit in octroi tax is that its incidence falls
largely on the residents of the very city. Any alternative to
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octroi should, therefore, ideally be such that its burden falls
on the residents of that city alone.
5.4
Property tax is one such tax. This tax, however,
is currently based on the rateable value of property and
suffers from serious intra- city aberrations. It lacks
buoyancy and has grossly underperformed since rateable
values have not kept pace with the market values. It is,
theoretically, possible to abolish octroi completely, merely by
levying property tax based on location specific "per sq. ft."
tax rates and adjusting the unit rates in such a manner that
additional yield from property tax reforms equals the loss of
revenue in abolishing octroi. Total revenue from property
tax in 2004-05 is, however only Rs. 1887 crore while octroi
revenue in the same year is Rs. 4462 crore. Compensating
octroi loss only through property tax reforms will, therefore,
require steep increase in property taxes which though
possible in long run, was considered infeasible in one go. It
was however considered feasible to generate additional
revenue through property tax reforms and increase in user
charges for water & sanitation services to meet at least 50%
of loss incurred towards abolition of octroi.
5.5
Another tax, whose incidence falls on the
residents of that very city alone, is the profession tax. Its
incidence falls only on those who are self -employed, or, are
employed in that very city.
5.6
Another compensatory tax resource could be an
additional VAT levy, whose proceeds would go to the
Municipal Corporations.
Such a levy would also be
justifiable from the point of view that both octroi and VAT
are taxes on commodities and abolishing/reducing octroi
with corresponding additional VAT levy amounts only to a
change in the mode of levy and collection of tax on
commodities. It is theoretically possible to fix a local
cess/surcharge/additional VAT levy in such a manner that
the additional VAT yield equals the revenue loss incurred in
abolishing octroi. As discussed elsewhere in this report,
such a levy may have no adverse effect on the
competitiveness of local trade and industry- both in intra
and inter-state marketing vis-a-vis trade and industry in
other states. Yet, human ingenuity being what it is, it may
be undesirable to impose high additional VAT levy since
large inter-state variation in VAT rates may ultimately result
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in trade distortions for as yet unforeseen reasons. It would
be advisable to keep such levy to the minimum and search
for other resources to compensate the revenue loss, as this
levy, unlike octroi, will not fall entirely only on the local
consumption and the surcharge will act as a constraint on
the ability of the State Government to raise resources for its
own purposes. An additional VAT rate of only 10 to 12% of
the existing VAT rates was generally considered apposite,
given the additional costs involved in inter-state trade.
5.7
The study group also considered if additional cess
on electricity duty and on stamp duties could be levied for
the purposes of raising resources for the ULB’s. Both
electricity and stamp duties are revenue sources of the State
Government. The present electricity duty is inadequate even
to meet the financial needs of the power sector. As regards,
stamp duty, rates have already been reduced from 8 % to 5
% and an increase will be undesirable. Any sharing of
revenue from these sources with ULB’s will be no different
than transferring amounts to Municipal Corporations from
the State resources, as all monies are fungible.
5.8
The details of the present revenue from octroi, the
per capita octroi income of the municipal corporations and
the growth rates of octroi are given in Annexure C to the
report. In case octroi is to be abolished, or is halved to
begin with, the compensatory resource to the ULB’s should,
to the full extent, match the octroi revenue lost by each
ULB.
5.9
To summarize, three different types of taxes can
be considered while considering alternatives to octroi. They
are Profession Tax (Direct tax), Property Tax (Tax on capital)
and cess or VAT on goods (Tax on commodities).
6.0 Property tax as an alternative to octroi:
6.1
While the various alternatives were being
discussed, at one stage a view was presented that reforms in
the taxes being currently levied by the ULB’s, notably
property tax, should not be accounted as a substitute for
octroi. The additional revenue arising from property tax is
the own revenue of ULB’s and should continue to remain so.
The alternatives for octroi should be from amongst
altogether new resources.
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6.2
The fallacy of this view is only apparent. The
substitute resources will have to be collected from the same
set of local citizens.
The cumulative revenue that is
collected today from octroi and property tax may perhaps
have to be collected under a single head. This may well lead
to redistribution of tax burden to an extent. However, the
quantum of burden will not change and the redistribution of
tax burden will be only amongst the citizens of the same
ULB’s.
6.3
The Group deliberated if the reform of property
taxes has the potential to yield additional revenue which
equals or exceeds 50% of the octroi revenue. Some members
of the group, who are Municipal Commissioners, are
confident that property taxes are grossly underrated and
loss of octroi revenue, in fact, can be compensated in full
through property tax reforms alone.
6.4
It was also noted that octroi as a tax in the BMC
was introduced in 1965. Prior to that only 'town duty' was
being levied on a very few items. At that time yield from
property tax was the mainstay of municipal tax revenue for
Mumbai. For example, in 1964, total revenue of BMC was
Rs.23.64 Crore, out of which Rs. 18.59 Crore were from
property tax while Rs. 1.54 Crore only were from 'town
duty'. Property taxes accounted for 78.61% of total
municipal revenue while town duty accounted for only
6.53%.
6.5
It would be instructive to examine the data from
Mumbai regarding property tax with a view to guesstimating
the likely rate at which property tax may have to be
collected for the 50% abolition of octroi. In the year 200102, for which data is available in respect of all properties
excluding special class of properties (e.g. storage tanks of oil
and dairy companies, salt pan lands etc. and slum
properties), the total area of built up properties was 12.06
crore square meters. Of this the area of residential
properties was 8.2 crore square meters while the area of
non-residential properties was 3.86 crore square meters. On
the basis of the ready reckoner employed for stamp duty for
2001-02, corresponding capital values of these properties
were Rs. 2,71,551 crore and Rs.2,19,845 crore respectively,
aggregating to Rs.4,91,396 crore. It will be reasonable to
assume a 20% increase in area since that year and a 20%
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appreciation in property values as per ready reckoner (the
increase may be much more in actual terms in the market).
The property values of all properties in Mumbai in 2005-06
can thus be safely estimated to be Rs.7,07,610 crore. The
property tax demand, excluding water tax, state education
cess and employment guarantee cess in 2005-06 was of
Rs.1562 crore. The present tax factor [property tax as a
proportion of property value] at present prices works out to
a mere 0.22%. (The figure of Rs.1562 crore includes tax on
special properties while the figure of capital values in 200102 does not include value of special properties. This would
only reduce the incidence of present tax even further).
6.6
In developed countries, property tax is invariably
higher than 1% of the property value. For example, in New
York it is 1% Gen. Tax and 1.5% school tax, i.e. 2.5% of the
value of the property. As against this, the property related
taxes in Mumbai are around 0.22% of property value as
brought out in Para 6.5 above. The tax factor (property tax
as a proportion to property value) is about 0.16% on
residential properties and 0.30% on non-residential
properties. Further, about 60% of the property tax collection
is accounted for by the non-residential properties.
6.7
It is, therefore, possible to rationalize property
taxes and even a reasonable improvement in property tax
from 0.22 % to 0.44 % of property value, will yield Rs. 1500
crore in Mumbai. This will amount to 50% of the current
octroi revenue. While revising the tax incidence, it would be
possible to revise non-residential tax rates by a higher factor
and increase residential property tax rates to a lesser
extent. This could be easily possible as about 32% of the
property area in Mumbai is other than residential. Further,
while prescribing the average rate for residential properties
it would be possible to keep the rate marginally higher than
required and give rebates to chawls and old buildings for
depreciation in value and shielding very old buildings from
one time exorbitant increase in tax burden according to new
formula by putting a cap on increase in tax.
6.8
In Pune too, according to the Municipal
Commissioner, more than half the properties in the city pay
property tax of less than Rs. 500 per annum. There are
many cities, where ratable values are not revised for
decades and there is immense potential to increase the
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revenue from property taxes. The calculations regarding the
required increase from property tax reforms are shown in
Annexure D.
6.9
There are a few Corporation areas where the
property tax collection are extremely low and no reasonable
increase in the rates of property tax will be able to yield the
revenue required for abolition of 50% octroi. It is clear that
these corporations will have to revise their user charges.
While the potential for user charges is not significantly large
in Mumbai and Pune, it is substantial in all other
Corporation areas. It would therefore, be necessary to
institutionalize the levy and recovery of sustainable user
charges.
6.10
Since ready reckoners are issued every year,
capital value of properties can be revised every two to three
years to secure proper buoyancy in property tax collections.
6.11
A comprehensive reform of property taxes will
certainly yield considerable revenue with strong potential for
growth. The group felt that the additional revenue accruing
from reform of property tax should be one of the
components of the compensation for octroi; especially if
increase of property tax incidence accompanies the
corresponding reduction / abolition in octroi.
7.0 Feasibility of levying profession tax by ULBs:
7.1
At present, the State Government is levying
profession tax for funding the employment guarantee
scheme. Indeed, prior to 1975, some of the ULB’s in the
State used to levy and collect profession tax for their own
purposes. The authority of the ULB’s to levy and collect
profession tax was taken away at that time when the State
Government decided to use profession tax as a resource for
the employment guarantee scheme. The district wise figures
of collection of profession tax by the State are enclosed as
Annexure E to the report.
7.2
It needs, however, to be kept in mind that in
addition to the profession tax being levied by the State
Government, the ULB’s are competent to separately levy
profession tax on the same set of tax payers. The present
constitutional limit of levy (Rs. 2500) applies to the
authority levying profession tax and not to the tax incidence
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or tax burden on the tax payer (M/s. Kamta Prasad
Aggarwal Vs. Executive Officer Ballabgarh AIR 1974
S.C.685). Thus, in addition to the profession tax being levied
by the State Government, the profession tax can also be
levied by the ULB’s. The new levy will also be separately
subject to the Constitutional ceiling of Rs. 2500.
7.3
The data about assesees under profession tax is
already available with the Sales Tax department and is
mostly in electronic form. Secondly, the ULB’s are well
placed, in fact better placed, to collect profession tax as they
would be in proximate contact with the tax payers. Lastly
profession tax administration in the State has suffered due
to understaffing and short funding, since emphasis was
always on higher yielding sales tax and as such its true
potential has never been explored.
The collections in
municipal bodies from the same base and at the same rates
are, therefore, likely to be significantly higher. Currently
establishments not registered for sales tax tend to escape
profession tax registration as well. The number of profession
tax registration is, therefore, likely to increase substantially
as it would be easier for municipal bodies to bring financial
consultants, event managers and professionals under the
tax net. Municipal corporations could also reduce the base
income for levy of profession tax and levy a small amount as
profession tax in lieu of octroi. Income from profession tax
could easily be as much as 150% of the existing collection
by the Sales Tax Department.
7.4
Generally, a new levy needs a stabilization period
before its full potential is realized. However, in case of
profession tax, municipal collection would be at least as
much as is being collected by the State Government. ULB’s
can obtain the names and addresses of entire tax payers
database from the Sales tax department and use the same
registration numbers merely by adding the letters ‘LB’ (for
local body).
7.5
Implementation of profession tax would be further
helped if the licensing provisions under the Shops and
Establishment Act are given back to the ULB’s for
administration. The ULB’s can even attempt to put in place
a single license and single window clearance for all licenses
issued by them.
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7.6
If there is no legal infirmity, it would be ideal that
only one agency collects both the profession tax levies in a
given area. As stated earlier, Municipal bodies will be ideally
suited to carry out this function. In the beginning, however,
state levy may continue to be collected by the Sales Tax
Department and be entrusted to municipal bodies after a
year or two. Municipal bodies could however, be given an
option to collect municipal profession tax themselves or to
use the services of Sales Tax Department for the initial one
or two years.
7.7
Levy of profession tax may not be restricted to
Municipal Corporations only where octroi is proposed to be
abolished. Even municipal councils should be authorised to
levy this tax to augment their income.
7.8
It needs to be added that profession tax is a direct
tax which a tax payer / employer pays personally. The
burden of tax is, therefore, directly felt and is resented.
However, its incidence will fall on the persons living within
the local jurisdiction of the urban body, who were earlier
buying goods subjected to octroi and now would pay a small
amount as profession tax in lieu of octroi. Therefore the
state government should not shy away from allowing ULB’s
this source of revenue in lieu of octroi.
8.0 Alternate VAT on commodities: different options:
8.1
The next option is to levy an account based Cess
to be assessed and implemented by the ULB’s. This has
been implemented with partial success in the Navi Mumbai
Corporation area. Unlike other cities, Navi Mumbai
represents planned development. The industrial units and
commercial establishments are generally well identified.
This is not the case with historical cities which have grown
over decades or centuries. This experiment did not succeed
in Amaravati Corporation.
Secondly, unlike octroi, the
incidence of an account based Cess will fall only on those
dealers who have a minimum turnover. Even a perfected
Cess because of its essential nature is bound to create
economic barriers to free trade by creating a preference for
locally produced goods. Besides, the trade may well open
warehouses just beyond the city limits. The Cess rates in
different ULBs may have to be aligned with the respective
existing octroi rates. This will also mean a multiplicity of
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rates in the State as the present octroi income as also octroi
rates are different in each of the ULB’s.
The levy will
certainly be prone to evasion.
8.2
An alternative to cess is introduction of VAT in
lieu of octroi. The additional VAT can be levied either by the
ULB’s themselves or by the State Government.
8.3
Whether the additional VAT is administered by
the ULB’s or the State Government, there will always be
certain constraints. The figures of the State sales tax
collection are given in Annexure F to the report. In 2004-05
the pre-VAT revenue of the Bombay Sales Tax Act was of Rs.
11769 crore and that under Motor Spirit Sales Tax Act was
Rs. 4950 crore, thus the two yielding a revenue of Rs.16719
crore. After introduction of VAT in 2005-06, the collection of
VAT revenue (excluding revenue under the Motor Spirit Act)
is about 3% less compared to the earlier year. This figure is
deceptive. In the first year of VAT the return default has
been unusually high. Apart from this, VAT dealers have
claimed a one time input tax credit on their opening stock
as on the 1st April 2005. It can be reasonably expected that
the second year will see a growth rate of 25% in VAT
revenue. Thus the estimated net collection in 06-07 from
VAT and Motor Spirit Sales Tax will, therefore, be of
Rs.14300 cr. and Rs. 7131 cr. respectively.
8.4
Out of the VAT (BST) revenue of Rs 14300 crores
about 25% of the revenue accrues from ‘declared goods’
which cannot be taxed [including Additional VAT] at a rate
exceeding 4%. The balance goods generate a revenue of Rs.
10,725 Crore at the existing VAT rates. An additional VAT of
10% of the existing VAT rates will yield an extra revenue of
Rs.1075 crore. Apart from this, a tax @ 1% on motor spirits
may yield about Rs.180 crore and 4% tax will accordingly
yield Rs 720 crores in 2006-07.
8.5
Food grains could be taxed under the additional
VAT although they are currently exempt under State VAT
and were exempt under BST. This is especially so since in
many of corporation areas food grains are currently liable to
octroi. Some of the food grains including rice, pulses and
wheat are “declared goods” and can be taxed at a maximum
rate of 4%. As and when the State Government decides to
tax food grains for State VAT, it will have to be ensured that
the cumulative VAT rate does not exceed 4%.
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8.6
Industrial units enjoying tax incentives under
various package schemes would have to pay the additional
VAT. Similarly those MIDC areas which are presently
enjoying octroi exemption will have to forgo the benefit.
8.7
Sugar, textile and tobacco would for the time
being remain outside the purview of the new VAT by
whatever name it is called and can get included therein only
after revision of the ADE Scheme. The CST rates are
prescribed by the Government of India and cannot be
increased and therefore CST revenue is of no consequence
while evaluating the revenue potential of the additional VAT.
8.8
If the levy is administered by the ULB’s then it is
likely that the rates of VAT may well be different in different
local areas in the same way as octroi rates differ in different
local areas. This may create its own complications. Besides,
an account based levy presupposes a certain level of
competence and expertise in tax administration. The local
authorities may be hard pressed to achieve these levels. A
business with multiple locations will have to face multiple
tax authorities. For want of common administration,
different interpretations may well be adopted in different
corporations. Further, under the State VAT regime, the tax
payers can pay tax centrally at one place for all of their
different places of business. But if VAT is to be administered
by the ULB’s, then the tax payers will have to pay VAT in
each individual corporation area and will loose the
convenience of paying taxes centrally.
8.9
Collection by the State will be administratively
expedient. The State Government is already collecting VAT
for its own purposes. It can very easily collect the additional
VAT for the purposes of the ULB’s. The additional VAT can
also be supplemented by the levy of a general entry tax on
goods entering the State from any place outside the State.
The levy of entry tax can of course be best implemented with
the help of check posts at the State borders. Check posts
are to be set up by the State Government to serve different
Acts and these can be used even for general entry tax.
8.10
Even if the State Government is to administer the
tax, the scheme of collection and devolution will have to be
kept outside the Budget. The devolution will have to be in
real time. There should be no discretionary element in the
quantum or periodicity of devolution. Where tax is levied for
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the purposes of local authorities and is allocated by the
taxing authority to the funds of the local authorities, the tax
receipts would not be the revenue received by the State
Government and need not, therefore, go into the
consolidated fund of the State. (Shanmugha Oil Company
Vs. Market Committee AIR 1960 Madras 160 at 165).
8.11
A daily devolution to the ULB’s out of the State
enacted levy which is free from all control by the State
Government is therefore possible. This can be done by
depositing the tax receipts collected under additional VAT in
a separate fund / bank account. This fund / bank account
can be administered by an escrow arrangement between the
State Government and the ULB’s. The payments can be
made say, within three days; the three days float sufficing
as service charge for the bank. The quantum of devolution
for each ULB should be decided only on the basis of per
capita octroi income in the base year. The account should
be operated by an Association of Persons (AOP) of municipal
corporations.
The AOP will be authorised to take all
suitable decisions for operating the account.
8.12
Since Additional VAT will be vatable, there will be
cases in respect of exports. etc., where additional VAT will
be required to be refunded. Since additional VAT will be
received in a separate bank account from where it will
devolve to the municipal corporations with a lag of 2-3 days
(i.e. float period), there may not be sufficient balance in the
bank account on some days to honor the refund claims.
This can be resolved by availing overdraft facility from the
bank concerned and /or maintaining a minimum balance in
the account to take call of refund claims.
8.13
The study group noted that Additional VAT will
fall with equal force even on inhabitants of the rural areas of
the State who will not benefit from the proceeds of the
Additional VAT. As to this, it must be kept in mind that the
goods consumed in rural areas are even today almost
always burdened with octroi paid in some urban area at an
earlier stage. The same consideration holds good for the
municipal areas currently not collecting octroi. Of course,
goods which are manufactured locally in rural and semi
urban areas and meant for local consumption are not
subject to octroi. These goods are however, unlikely to be
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burdened with the new additional VAT since VAT is collected
only after a dealer reaches a certain minimum turnover.
8.14
The VAT rate incidence may be different than the
present octroi rates in respective ULB’s since octroi rates
differ at present in different ULBs while VAT rates will have
to be uniform. Further, the per capita octroi income of
ULB’s shows a wide variation. The centrally collected
Additional VAT will therefore have to be so distributed as to
compensate the revenue loss to ULBs on abolition /
reduction of octroi.
8.15
The study group concluded that the additional
VAT levy should be administered by the State. The amounts
collected should not form part of the consolidated fund and
should devolve on municipal corporations on a daily basis
through an escrow mechanism, described above.
8.16
As discussed earlier, declared goods would have to
be excluded from the additional VAT levy, though such
goods were subject to the octroi. These goods can be
subjected to entry tax in the State, once border check-posts
are in place. However, in respect of goods which do not get
consumed in Maharashtra, the entry tax will have to be
refunded, or, rebated against additional VAT.
9.0 Effect of Additional VAT on trade/ industry:
9.1
An important question which needs to be
deliberated is whether the levy of Additional VAT will
hamper the growth and detract from the competitiveness of
the local trade and industry. After all, the introduction of
Additional VAT will mean that the nominal rate of taxation
on sales in the State will be higher to an extent than the
corresponding rates in the neighboring States. These days it
is axiomatic that a high rate structure stifles trade and
industry and affects their competitiveness. As against this,
it needs to be kept in mind that VAT is in essence and in
form a tax on final consumption. It never becomes a part of
the cost of business. With the introduction of additional
VAT, the aggregate VAT rate in Maharashtra will no doubt
be slightly more than the comparable VAT rates in the
neighboring states. But we shall do well to keep in mind
that almost all items of daily use or consumption have to be
sold locally at retail. This applies equally to goods
manufactured in other, low-tax rate states. All goods sold at
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retail in Maharashtra, irrespective of the place of origin will
finally be taxed at the self-same rates. Likewise, when goods
are manufactured in Maharashtra but are sold inter-State
or are exported, all the cumulative tax burden is rebated
and the Maharashtra produced goods will, thus not suffer
an unequal tax burden when these are sold locally or interState.
9.2
The only issue of concern will be direct sales from
other states to consumers in Maharashtra. These goods will
bear lesser tax burden than goods sold locally at retail.
However these kinds of transactions are very low in volume
or value. Further, if the levy of additional VAT is coupled
with the levy of a general entry tax on goods imported from
other States for direct consumption, then there is no reason
why the levy of additional tax should affect the
competitiveness of the local trade and industry even in this
respect. As is mentioned earlier the Government is in the
process of setting up border check posts which will enable
the Government to implement the general entry tax.
10.0 Strategy for octroi abolition:
10.1
The group therefore, recommends that the existing
system of octroi be done away with. There are then two
options - to repeal the present system in one stroke, or to do
so in two steps. The pros and cons of a phased abolition
were seen to be as follows:Merits
(1) The exercise of redeployment of staff will be
easier.
(2) The efficiency of the new levy can be tested.
(3) It will be possible to have a re-look at the
various options for alternate levies.
Demerits (1) In the initial period, for some time there could
be double taxation [VAT + octroi]
(2) Octroi reforms will be on hold till the exercise
is complete.
(3) Opposition from pro-octroi groups as well as
groups seeking octroi abolition may continue for
a longer period.
10.2
Abolishing octroi in one stroke may require a high
rate of additional VAT equal to 40% of the existing rates
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which would be undesirable and will also leave the property
tax system unreformed.
10.3
After considering different issues involved, the
group recommends that octroi be abolished in two phases.
• In the first phase the date for the levy of Municipal
Professional Tax as well as the levy and collection of
Additional VAT by the State Government on behalf of
the ULB’s shall be notified and the octroi rates shall be
halved from a date three months hence.
• The balance 50 % of octroi levy shall be abolished
within a predetermined date 12 to 18 months
thereafter. The interim shall be used by ULB’s to
restructure the property taxes in such a manner that
increased property tax yield fully compensates the
balance 50% loss of octroi revenue. The municipal
corporations shall also improve their user charges in
this period.
10.4
The Additional VAT levy shall be administered by
the State but the amounts collected will not form part of the
consolidated fund of the state. These shall be credited in a
separate bank account in the name of an Association of
Persons of ULB’s and the monies shall devolve on municipal
corporations on a daily basis through an escrow mechanism
in the proportion described in Annexure G (Column 8).
10.5
Even though the amounts of Additional VAT
could devolve on daily basis, yet the flow of funds
throughout the month will not be uniform, as is the case
with octroi. Since VAT is paid by the dealers on a monthly
basis, payments tend to be higher in the last week of the
month and significantly lesser on other days. Similar cash
flow problems would be applicable to Municipal Profession
Tax. To safeguard the liquidity problems of the municipal
corporations, it would, therefore, be necessary to have an
overlap period of 3 months where the municipal
corporations would be allowed to collect octroi at full rates
even after the imposition of Additional VAT / Municipal
Profession Tax. This period of three months would in
addition to stabilizing the cash flow help to find acceptance
by the stakeholders for the new levies and would thus help
provide a level of comfort for the municipal corporations.
10.6
Imposition of profession tax by the ULB’s would
require enactment of a separate Profession Tax Act. The job
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of registration under the Shop and Establishments Act
should also be given back to the municipal bodies. Property
tax reforms would require amendments of the respective
municipal laws. The levy of additional VAT would require
either amendment of the existing VAT Act or enactment of a
separate Law. All of the legislative changes must be in place
before the octroi rates are reduced. The proposed levy of
general entry tax would require a separate legislation and
also prior assent of the Government of India. The present
proposal can however, be implemented even without
introduction of general entry tax act
10.7
After all legislative changes are in place, a date
should be notified to bring into effect the profession tax and
additional VAT levies; octroi rates should be halved from a
date 3 months hence and its outright abolition should be
notified simultaneously from a date 12 to 18 months away
from the date of octroi reduction to half.
10.8
It is not necessary that the alternative levies come
into effect on the 1st of April. The new levies can be brought
into effect at any time after the administrative and legal
issues are sorted out.
10.9
It is now possible to quantify the rates of the
different taxation proposals discussed so far. Annexure-G
enclosed with this report sums up the position where the
octroi rates are reduced by 50% and the loss in revenue is
compensated as follows:
• The first component of compensation is Municipal
Profession Tax. The profession tax projections for each
corporation area are made on the basis of population
and by estimating the fraction of population liable to
pay the tax. The rates are assumed to be the same as
presently levied by the state government.
• The balance needs to be compensated by the additional
VAT levied for this express purpose. The additional
VAT will be levied both on motor spirits and on other
goods. At present the octroi rates on motor spirits are
in excess of 4%. This 4% octroi on Motor Spirits is
equivalent to an additional VAT of over 5%. If an
additional VAT on motor spirits is levied @ 4% it is
expected to yield a revenue of Rs. 720 crore in the year
2006-07.
The balance revenue loss will be
compensated through levy of Additional VAT on other
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commodities. A levy of Additional VAT @ 10% of the
current VAT rates will yield a revenue of Rs. 1075 crore
in the year 2006-07. This rate will suffice to bridge the
gap in revenue loss. (It would however, be necessary
to look at these figures again after the final figures of
receipts for the year 2005-06 are available).
10.10
Revenues from Additional VAT collection will
accrue to the municipal corporations. Since Additional VAT
rate is determined with a view to compensate loss due to
reduction in octroi rates to half, it should not be open to
government to unilaterally reduce the rate of Additional VAT
at any later date.
10.11
Simultaneously and along with the Phase one
reforms, the municipal corporations should also be enabled
and required to levy property tax according to location,
based on property values or, "per sq. ft. tax" rates. Twelve to
eighteen months time may be given to the corporations for
carrying out the property tax reforms and adjusting the
property tax rates in such a manner that additional yield
from the property tax reform compensates them for the
likely loss in abolishing remaining 50% octroi after this
period.
10.12
Along with the reforms in the property taxes, the
municipal corporations would be required to reform the user
charges for water and sanitation. There is a very large gap
between the costs incurred and the user charges received.
This gap needs to be removed entirely. While the potential
for user charges is not significantly large in Mumbai and
Pune, it is substantially so in other corporation areas. The
municipal finances will turn healthy only on reforms of user
charges.
10.13
However, if there is any shortfall in revenue even
after increasing the property taxes by 200% and revision in
user charges, the State may increase stamp duty rates in
the corporation area to the extent necessary but limited to
2% to meet /narrow the gap. This device should apply if it
becomes necessary to increase the property tax burden by
200% or more. In other words the increase in property taxes
should have a cap of 200%.
10.14
Because of the rapid urbanisation of the State and
in view of the Government policy, new corporations will
continue to be established in the State. It will of course
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remain open to these Corporations to levy and collect
profession tax from their own citizens. But equally, these
corporations will not be partaking from the collection of
additional VAT. The rate of additional VAT is to be fixed with
reference to the needs of the existing corporations and that
rate cannot be increased every time a new corporation is
created.
10.15
Stamp duty on immovable property is currently
collected @ 5% which has given a revenue of Rs.3600 crore
in 2005-06. A 2% rate would mean an additional revenue of
Rs. 1440 crore in 2005-06 and Rs.1590 crore in 2006-07. In
lieu of the additional VAT, the newly established
corporations should be compensated by increasing by 2%
the rate of stamp duty applicable to real estate [and related]
transactions taking place in their jurisdiction. Any
remaining shortfall should be made good by suitable
adjustments in user charges.
10.16
In future the percentage devolution for each of
the ULB should be reviewed by the State Finance
Commission or, once in five years by another suitable body.
The recommendations of the commission should normally
be binding on the Government.
11.0 Summary of Recommendations:
11.1
The group recommends that the present system
of levy and collection of octroi should be abolished.
11.2
The loss due to full abolition of octroi in the year
2006-07 is of Rs. 5572 crore. It is possible to compensate
the ULBs fully for loss due to abolition of octroi.
11.3
Abolition of octroi will require imposition of
Municipal Profession Tax by ULB’s; imposition of Additional
VAT; reform of property taxes, coupled with revision in user
charges. Imposition of a general entry tax can be considered
at a later date.
11.4
It is true that octroi collections have a high
buoyancy which is matched by Additional VAT [both being
commodity taxes]. In the long run Municipal Profession Tax
may lack such buoyancy. However, in the initial years
profession tax receipts would certainly grow at a higher rate
than receipts from VAT or property tax. Besides the
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buoyancy in property tax collection should suffice to
compensate the lower buoyancy of profession tax.
11.5
The municipal bodies shall be permitted to
impose and collect their own independent professional tax.
Imposition of profession tax by the ULB’s would require
enactment of a separate Profession Tax Act. Municipal
bodies would have an option to collect municipal profession
tax themselves or to use the services of Sales Tax
Department for the initial one or two years.
11.6
The job of registration under the Shop and
Establishments Act should also be given back to the ULB’s
to facilitate imposition of professional tax by municipal
corporations / councils.
11.7
The State Government shall on behalf of the
municipal bodies levy an Additional VAT at the rate of 4%
on motor spirits and at the rate of 10% of the current VAT
rates on other commodities (of course excluding “declared
goods”). This Additional VAT levy will have to be fully VATable. These Additional VAT receipts will not form part of the
Consolidated Fund of the State. The collection shall be kept
in a separate account. The amount would devolve directly
on the ULBs on daily basis (as provided in Column 8 of
Annexure G) so as to provide adequate liquidity to the
ULBs. The levy of additional VAT would require either an
amendment of the existing VAT Act or enactment of a
separate Law. Since additional VAT rate has been worked
out as a compensation for elimination of octroi, Government
would have to commit not to reduce these rate unilaterally
at a later date.
11.8
The capital value based levy of property tax should
also be made compulsory by statute and be enabled by
suitable amendments of the respective municipal laws.
11.9
The revision in user charges must be mandated by
statute. The law should provide for 15 to 20% annual
increase till full cost recovery is achieved. Any subsequent
increase in cost should be met by revising the user charges
under statutory compulsion.
11.10
The proposed levy of general entry tax would
require a separate legislation and also prior assent of the
Government of India. The present proposal can however, be
implemented even without introduction of general entry tax
act.
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11.11
Octroi should be eliminated in two phases. After
all legislative changes are in place, a date should be notified
to bring into effect the profession tax and Additional VAT
levies. Octroi rates should be halved from a date 3 months
hence. The Government should simultaneously notify a date
for the full and final abolition of Octroi which should be a
date 12 to 18 months away from the date of octroi reduction
to half.
11.12
The State Government should give guarantee on a
tapering basis for three years starting from the first
reduction in octroi rates, for the loss, if any, incurred by the
ULB’s in case the additional VAT does not yield the
anticipated revenue.
11.13
Within these twelve to eighteen months municipal
corporations should complete restructuring of the property
tax according to a capital value/area based system.
Simultaneously, they should revise the user charges for
water and sanitation services to ensure full cost recovery.
11.14
In a few corporation areas, where the existing
property tax collections are extremely low, the upward
revision of rates would have a cap of 200%. If the revised
property tax and revised user charges do not yield adequate
revenues, then stamp duty rates for real estate and related
transactions applicable to that jurisdiction should be
revised to the extent necessary, but limited to 2% to
meet/narrow the gap.
11.15
In future, the percentage devolution for each of
the existing ULB should be reviewed by the Finance
Commission or, once in five years by another suitable body.
The recommendations should normally be binding on the
Government.
11.16
Corporations
established
after
the
implementation of the current reforms should get the
requisite amounts by introduction of an additional stamp
duty @ 2% applicable to real estate [and related]
transactions in their jurisdiction. Any remaining shortfall
should be made good by revising the user charges.
11.17
This report should be made open for public
debate in order to promote participation by all the
stakeholders.
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Annexure A
Members of the Committee
1

Principal Secretary,
Finance Department [Reforms]

Chairman.

2

Commissioner,
Mumbai Municipal Corporation.

Member.

3

Commissioner of Sales Tax,
Maharashtra State, Mumbai.

Member.

4

Divisional Commissioner,
Aurangabad Division.

Member.

5

Commissioner,
Pune Municipal Corporation.

Member.

6

Commissioner,
Thane Municipal Corporation.

Member.

7

Commissioner,
Nashik Municipal Corporation.

Member.

8

Commissioner and Director,
Municipal Administration.

Member

Meeting dates
1)

2nd January 2006

2)

16th January 2006

3)

12th April 2006

4)

20th April 2006

5)

28th April 2006
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6)

12th May 2006

7)

20th May 2006

Chamber of the Principal Secretary [Reforms], Finance Department, Mantralaya, Mumbai 32
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Annexure B
The observations of BMC on the report of the Study Group
1. The crucial importance of Octroi in the finances of the corporation is reflected in its
percentage contribution to the total revenue of the Corporation, which is well over
40%.
2. Currently Octroi is the only buoyant source of revenue for the Corporation showing
a robust annual growth of 15% per annum.
3. Any substitute levy must provide for accrual of equivalent amount of revenues to
the Corporation, display similar or better buoyancy and preserve the financial
autonomy of the Corporation. This implies that the revenues must flow to this
Corporation as a matter of right and there must not be any need for the Corporation to
approach the Govt. time and again for release of funds. It also implies that, to the
extent feasible, the Corporation itself levies, collects and appropriates the substitute
tax.
4. The substitute levy should therefore have the following characteristics :
(a) The alternative source of revenue should be adequate to make up the loss
caused by abolition of Octroi.
(b) It should be buoyant and should have inbuilt potential for sustained annual
growth of at least 15% per annum.
(c) It should be capable of being administered by this Corporation to the extent
feasible, in terms of levy, collection and appropriation.
(d) The burden of tax, as far as possible should fall broadly on the same set of
people as that of Octroi.
5. On all these counts, this Corporation has reservations about the following
alternatives suggested in the report :
1) Additional levy on VAT :
2) Profession Tax;
3) Increase in Property Tax.
6 (i) The alternative of additional levy on VAT, suggested in the report has not
been examined in detail as far as growth in the revenue yield is concerned.
Moreover, unlike octroi, the rate of such additional levy on VAT will be fixed
by the State Government and this Corporation will have no freedom to fix the
rate of alternative levy, which will adversely affect the financial independence
of the Urban Local Bodies, (ULBs) which will run contrary to the letter and
spirit of the 74th Amendment to the Constitution.
As regards, the incidence of additional VAT on the inhabitants of the rural
areas of the State, it does not seem to be correct to transfer the burden of
those living in Mumbai to the rest of the State by levying additional VAT all
over the State.
The observation in the report that additional VAT will have no adverse effect
on the competitiveness of local trade and industry, both in intra and interstate
marketing vis-a-vis trade and industry in other States also does not seem to
be correct.
(ii)
The alternative of Profession Tax, which is a Direct Tax, has also been
suggested in the Report. As per Annexure- E, of the Report, the collection of
Profession Tax for Mumbai during the financial year 2004-2005 was a
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meager Rs. 418.21 crores and therefore, it cannot be regarded as an adequate
substitute for octroi. Moreover, Profession Tax lacks buoyancy and cannot be
expected to grow at a rate of 15% per annum. Apart from this, the additional
levy of profession tax for the ULBs on a large base of tax payers is likely to
create discontent amongst a larger number of tax payers as compared to the
Octroi.
(iii) The alternative of property tax increase, suggested in the report, also cannot
be regarded as an alternative to the Octroi. It may be noted that the Property
Tax revenue collected during the last financial year 2005-2006 was Rs.1400
crores excluding State Taxes, as compared to the octroi collection of Rs.2852
crores during the financial year 2005-2006.
It may be noted that there is no final decision so far regarding levy of
property tax on capital-value-base and therefore, the expected income from
the new system cannot be visualized at this stage. As we understand, the
government intends to give the corporation the option of levying property tax
either on the basis of capital value or rateable value. It is not certain whether
or when the Corporation, faced with these two alternatives, would go in for
Capital value-based assessment The current rateable- value -based assessment has no buoyancy and even if the Capital value based method of
assessment is adopted, the revision of assessment, would take place only once
in five years. So Property Tax, even after the possible switch over to the
Capital value based assessment, would not have the annual growth of 15%
which is seen in Octroi.
As regards the projected increase in revenue from the property tax in Mumbai
following the introduction of capital value-based-assessment, one needs to remember
that even though in Mumbai the real estate prices may be comparable to those
prevailing in developed countries because of the scarcity of land, the average income
level of the citizens in Mumbai is around 1/1Oth of the average income level of their
counterparts in the developed countries, and therefore, any comparison in the matter
of rate of property tax with the developed countries is not practicable. The proposal
for increase in the rate of property tax, to bring it on par with the developed
countries, is going to be strongly resisted in Mumbai and is unlikely to be acceptable
to an elected body like the Corporation.
Even if we assume that the proposal to abolish octroi will be brought in force only
after the legislation regarding assessment of properties on the basis of capital value is
enacted, it will be impractical to expect any substantial increase in the net revenue
from the property tax because of the fact that the rate of property tax will have to be
kept low to ensure acceptance of this levy by the elected body and the citizens of
Mumbai.
7. It must be noted that even these alternative levies will affect the competitiveness of
the manufacturers and merchants in Maharashtra.
8. Considering the premier status of this City and the rising expectations of the
citizens of this City, there is an urgent need of generating more revenues for the
corporation, in order to meet the ever growing expenditure on the civic services and
amenities provided to the citizens. With rise in population, urgent investments in
infrastructure are required and this Corporation has to immediately undertake various
mega projects in this metropolis to give better services to the citizens, some of which
are as follows:
1) Middle-Vaitarna Water Supply Projects
Rs.1600 Crores.
2) Mumbai Sewage Disposal Projects.
Rs. 2400 Crores.
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3) Brihanmumbai Storm Water Drainage Project Rs. 1800 Crores.
In order to implement the above projects successfully, the Corporation is seeking
financial assistance under the JNNURM under which it will have to raise minimum
50% of the project cost by way of loan or Bonds. The said projects have already been
submitted to the Central Government for approval. It is pertinent to mention here that
MCGM has gone in for rating itself through reputed Rating Agencies like CARE &
CRISIL for the purpose of raising money through Bonds and its (AA) Rating done by
CARE is largely based on the robustness and buoyancy of revenues that the MCGM
receives from Octroi. If octroi is abolished, the credit worthiness of this Corporation
in the market would be seriously hampered and it would be difficult to raise loan for
these three projects, as also future projects.
Abolition of octroi and uncertainty about the success and acceptability of the
suggested alternatives will jeopardize the creditworthiness of this Corporation to raise
loan, which will definitely hamper investments that this Corporation has to make
urgently to transform Mumbai into a World class city.
9. It would also be pertinent to mention that there are about 2200 permanent
employees employed by this Corporation for collection of Octroi. The problem of
surplus staff would be another challenge before this Corporation, which is not going
to be easy.
10. Considering the dependence of this Corporation on the revenue generated by way
of Octroi, if at all octroi is to be abolished and a new tax or levy is to be introduced,
such an experiment be made in small metropolis, where the merits and demerits of the
proposed new system could be examined in the process of implementation itself and
after removing the demerits, the said system could be implemented in this
Corporation in a phased manner, which would safeguard the interests of the
metropolis.
11. The report perhaps assumes that all these recommendations will be palatable to
all the stakeholders and they will find favour with the elected representatives
resulting in all the recommended legislative changes and that the process of
implementing these recommendations will not be hit by any litigations. In our view
these recommendations would affect a much larger cross-section of citizens and
hence are likely to be resisted.
To sum up, in view of the foregoing. unless we are in a position to find any proven
alternative that would match or better the octroi in terms of revenue yield, buoyancy
and degree of self control to vary the rate of levy for raising the necessary resources,
it would not be advisable to consider abolition of octroi.

Johny Joseph
Municipal Commissioner,
Mumbai Municipal Corporation
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Annexure - C
Net Octroi Receipts : CAGR : Per Capita Receipts : Projections (Figures in Rs. Lakh)

Pune

PimpariChinchwad

Solapur

Kolhapu
r

6067
6858
8538
6795
7682

MiraBhyande
r
2087
2245
2182
2638
3192

23401
24528
26849
29205
35838

15360
15507
26603
28774
37028

4437
4859
5051
5658
6100

3925
4131
4359
4581
4892

SangliMirajKupwad
2173
2167
2174
2233
2702

8.91

6.08

11.21

11.24

24.60

8.28

5.66

5.60

14.15

5826

6919

8149

3550

39868

46139

6605

5169

2853

24335

11239

5612

7536

8644

3948

44350

57491

7152

5461

3013

27780

1261517

703947

1193266

472943

598703

520301

2540069

1006417

833037

485183

436639

1076967

1749.56

1342.15

506.76

1343.29

1283.11

613.49

1410.91

3679.19

732.26

1008.28

618.82

1979.45

Figure not
available

Figure not
available

Figure not
available

961
2.68

796.67
2.15

263.59

207.67
4.25

111.87
4.14

375
1.76

Item

Mumbai

Thane

NaviMumbai

KalyanDombivali

Ulhas
nagar

BhivandiNizampur

2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
COMPOUNDED
ANNUAL GROWTH
RATE (CAGR)
PROJECTION FOR
2005-06
PROJECTION FOR
2006-07
POPULATION AS
PER 2001
PER CAPITA
OCTROI INCOME
2004-05 (Rs.)
COST OF
COLLECTION
2004-05 (Rs. Lakh)
%

161936
156108
200376
217085
245009

16111
15695
17211
18219
22071

6677
7450
6923
8682
9448

7020
7228
6128
5603
6047

4515
4377
5165
5574
6353

10.91

8.19

9.07

-3.66

271733

23878

10305

301371

25833

11914398
2056.41

3537
1.44

840
3.81

Figure
not
available

264.96
4.38
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Nashik
12554
12416
14530
17586
21318

Annexure C continued
Item
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
COMPOUNDED
ANNUAL GROWTH
RATE (CAGR)
PROJECTION FOR
2005-06
PROJECTION FOR
2006-07
POPULATION AS
PER 2001
PER CAPITA
OCTROI INCOME
2004-05 (Rs.)
COST OF
COLLECTION
2004-05 (Rs. Lakh)
%

Other Than
Mumbai
129986
135831
159219
170157
201244

1551
1810
1970
1988
1955

11.07

5.96

26.90

12.83

9.35

2170

8108

2071

4117

2448

16673

498218

224481

1708

2384

9006

2195

5224

2762

18233

557219

250401

368579

341473

3E+05

872667

430598

549370

4E+05

2051320

28774017

16859619

813.94

427.85

642.37

836.52

454.02

590.49

542.53

743.28

1550.89

1193.65

Figure
not
available

Figure not
available

Figure not
available

Figure not
available

163.44

7.2

155

49
0.32

Figure not
available

Figure not
available

1069
1150
1458
1361
1461

Aurangaba
d
4796
5105
5704
6281
7300

7.48

8.12

9.88

2498

3224

1580

2809

3466

409190
542.78

Jalgaon

Dhule

2248
2392
3033
2834
3000

12.47

135.22
6.09

Total
Maharashtra
291922
291939
359595
387242
446253

Amravat
i
1251
1946
2376
3240
3244

Ahmednag
ar
1355
1446
1833
1711
1975

Malegao
n
1388
1493
1949
1766
2221
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Akola

Nagpur

1339
1479
2649
2122
2170

10662
11549
12534
13306
15247

11.55

Annexure D
Sr.No.

Name of the
Corporation

Estimated
Octroi
Revenue for
2006-07

50% of Octroi
Revenue to
be
compensate
d through
property tax
reforms.

1
1

2
Mumbai

301371

150686

Property
Tax
Demand
2004-05
(excluding
arrears)
(in Rs,
Lakh)
5
133281

2

Thane

25833

12917

6096

6721

192

3

Navi Mumbai

11239

5620

6081

6704

84

4

Kalyan-Dombivali

5612

2806

5037

5553

51

5

Ulhasnagar

7536

3768

1862

2053

184

6

8644

4322

870

959

451

7

BhiwandiNizampur
Mira-Bhyandar

3948

1974

2740

3021

65

8

Pune

44350

22175

13123

14468

153

9

57491

28746

2665

2938

978

10

PimpariChinchwad
Solapur

7152

3576

1111

1225

292

11

Kolhapur

5461

2731

1523

1679

163

12

Sangli -Miraj

3013

1507

914

1008

150

13

Nashik

27780

13890

3104

3422

406

14

Malegaon

2809

1405

189

208

674

15

Jalgaon

3466

1733

1187

1309

132

16

Dhule

1708

854

256

282

303

17

Ahmednagar

2384

1192

971

1071

111

18

Aurangabad

9006

4503

1276

1407

320

19

Nanded

2195

1098

485

535

205

20

Amravati

5224

2612

644

710

368

21

Akola

2762

1381

739

815

170

22

Nagpur

18233

9117

4565

5033

181

3

4

Property
tax
demand
for 2006-07
(estimated)

6
146942

Percentage
Increase
required in
property tax
for
compensatio
n of 50%
Octroi
7
103

23

557217
278609
188719
208063
134
Total
Maharashtra
24
255846
127923
55438
61120
209
Other Than
Mumbai
Assumption- It is assumed that, without revision of rates, the property tax receipts would show an annual
growth rate of 5%.
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Annexure E
Collection of Profession Tax (in crore of Rupees)
District
Mumbai Division
Mumbai
Thane Division
Thane
Ghatkoper Division
Raigad
Pune 1 Division
Pune
Pune 2
Solapur
Aurangabad Division
Aurangabad
Beed
Jalna
Parbhani + Hingoli
Nanded
Latur
Usmanabad
Kolhapur Division
Kolhapur
Satara
Sangli
Ratnagiri
Sindhudurg
Nashik Division
Nashik
Dhule + Nandurbar
Jalgaon
Ahmednagar
Nagpur Division
Nagpur
Amravati
Buldhana
Akola
Washim
Yavatmal
Wardha
Gondia
Bhandara
Chandrapur
Gadchiroli

2000-2001

2001-2002

2002-2003

2003-2004

2004-2005

355.65

367.7

386.4

384.65

418.21

57.15

61.61

70.56

70.71

75.26

17.23

16.84

17.93

17.21

18.08

99.92

103.08

105.62

112.26

125.3

21.8

22.31

21.68

21.4

22.74

21.89
8.98
6.29
9.61
12.84
9.22
6.86

22.09
10.19
6.51
10.33
14.38
9.76
6.87

22.65
10.18
6.68
10.31
14.39
10.27
7.09

22.37
10.18
6.4
10.28
14.25
10.18
6.94

23.96
10.94
6.65
10.31
14.08
10.55
6.94

26.3
18.41
16.25
11.41
6

27.3
18.72
16.46
12.05
5.99

28.32
18.47
16.71
11.34
6.3

27.88
18.12
15.99
10.88
6.04

29.32
18.13
16.66
10.99
6.11

37.86
13.29
19.71
21.55

39.5
14.24
21.89
25.24

40.47
15.63
22.38
25.94

39.69
14.98
24.71
22

40.93
15.39
25.52
22.04

53.27
15.28
10
9.97
3.35
11.82
7.54
4.65
6.68
20.82
4.99

53.18
14.98
9.54
9.61
3.28
12.23
7.55
3.52
6.58
20.06
4.67

55.44
15.48
9.72
9.89
3.46
12.01
7.75
4.71
6.66
20.42
5.77

not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available

not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available
not available

Total
1017.69
1012.32
1079.42
NOTE 1)Separate figures of tax collection in respect of RC & EC are not available for Kolhapur & Nashik
Divns
2) The A.G. figures for the State for the two years 2003-04 and 2004-05 are Rs. 1018.97
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crore and Rs. 1084.02 crore respectively. Immediate reconciliation is not possible.

Annexure F
MAHARASHTRA STATE
Receipt Statement for 2000 to 2005 (B.S.T. & M.S.T.)
(Rs. In Crore)

YEAR

B.S.T.

M.S.T.

TOTAL

2000-01

7232

3004

10236

2001-02

6729

3282

10011

2002-03

7877

3867

11744

2003-04

9481

3478

12959

2004-05

11769

4950

16719

2005-06*

11435

5705

17140

CAGR
12.95%
13.30%
13.05%
(2001-05)
Compounded
Annual
Growth Rate
9.60%
13.69%
10.86%
CAGR
(2001-06)
*Note:- The figures for 2005-06 are not yet certified by A.G. office
Mumbai.
All the figures are net of refunds

Target 2006-07
Act
TARGET
(Rs. in Crore)

MVAT

MST

16912
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ANNERURE G
Reduction of Octroi to half its present level

Percent of total
octroi rceipts

50% of the
projected
Octroi revenue
for 06-07

Projected
profession Tax
Revenue at
current tax base
and tax rate

Compensation
through levy of 4%
tax on Motor spirits &
additional VAT on
other goods

Compensation as
percentage of total
revenue from levy of 4%
tax on Motor spirits and
additional VAT

Sr. No.

Name of the
Corporation

Projected
Octroi
Revenue for
06-07

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mumbai
Thane
Kalyan-Dombivli
Bhivandi-Nizampur
Ulhasnagar
Mira-Bhyander
Navi Mumbai
Pune
Pimpri-Chinchwad
Solapur
Aurangabad
Nanded
Kolhapur
Sangli
Nashik
Malegaon
Dhule
Jalgaon
Ahmednagar
Nagpur
Amravati
Akola

301371
25833
5612
8644
7536
3948
11239
44350
57491
7152
9006
2195
5461
3013
27780
2809
1708
3466
2384
18233
5254
2762

54.08
4.64
1.01
1.55
1.35
0.71
2.02
7.96
10.32
1.28
1.62
0.39
0.98
0.54
4.99
0.50
0.31
0.62
0.43
3.27
0.94
0.50

150686
12917
2806
4322
3768
1974
5619
22175
28746
3576
4503
1098
2731
1507
13890
1405
854
1733
1192
9117
2627
1381

45350
5256
2460
1019
805
885
1437
10584
4193
1735
1818
897
1516
1364
3366
1279
711
768
641
6410
1373
1000

105336
7660
346
3303
2963
1089
4182
11591
24552
1841
2685
200
1214
142
10524
126
143
965
551
2706
1254
381

57.32
4.17
0.19
1.80
1.61
0.59
2.28
6.31
13.36
1.00
1.46
0.11
0.66
0.08
5.73
0.07
0.08
0.53
0.30
1.47
0.68
0.21

Total

557246

100.00

278623

94868

183755

100.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Note: Expected revenue in 2006-07 from 4% tax on Motor Spirits and Additional VAT at the rate of 10% of the existing VAT rates .
on other goods is estimated to yield Rs. 1800 crore

